


WELCOME HOME TO OMEGA®.

Experience the joy of artful living—where the possibilities are endless. 
Dreaming of indulgent opulence, exclusively designed for you? Or maybe 

a balance of modern and casual, expertly crafted and naturally elegant. 
Omega creates a lasting first impression, meant to last a lifetime.
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DREAM. 
SEEK. 
ACHIEVE.
You’ll wonder why you’ve waited so long to  

live the dream you’ve been longing for.



06  DREAM IN COLOR. 
There’s no wrong answer!  
Invite color into your life.

26  STYLE. SAY WHO YOU ARE. 
Every room commands  
a second look.

46  JUST FOR YOU. 
Creating beauty is what  
we do at Omega.

64  TIDY ROOM. TIDY MIND. 
Perfect solutions, specific to you.

88  QUALITY EXECUTION. 
Embrace Omega, we’re making 
good things happen!



DREAM ON!

It’s with eyes wide open that we embrace color in 
every facet of our lives. We take color seriously, 
expanding your palette for everyday living. With 
beautiful finish techniques, and every national 
paint manufacturer’s color wheel at your fingertips, 
we’re sure to speak your language—allowing you to 
dream with vibrant panache!

DREAM 
IN COLOR.

PINNACLE SERIES  Have a fabric or beautiful artifact 
you’d like to match? What about a sumptuous stain color? 
We can do it! Talk with your Omega Designer for more 
information regarding your custom color destination.

DYNASTY SERIES  Choose from hundreds of opaque 
colors from your favorite national paint manufacturer to 
create a look you’ll love living with. Your Omega Designer 
can show you how!
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MIXED 
MEDIA.
MEET AT THE 
INTERSECTION OF 
SMOOTH STYLE AND 
URBAN TEXTURE.
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style  NELLA
specie  TEXTURED LAMINATE
finish  OLD BARN & PEREGRINE

style  VAIL
specie  MAPLE
finish  CUSTOM PAINT

Catch an urban vibe in this decidedly modern mix 
of materials. Textured laminate cabinetry adds high 
tactile touch paired with easy-care sensibility. The 
vibrant custom deep teal hue plays coolly with 
contemporary stainless steel elements—for a look 
that engages the senses in a room built for relaxing.
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EXPERIENCE 
EPIC.

BEAUTY IS EXPECTED.
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style  PRESCOTT
specie  MAPLE
finish  CUSTOM PAINT

style  WILLIAMSBURG
specie  MAPLE
finish  OYSTER

Specifically chosen by you, capturing the look and feel that you 
desire. The lovely custom gray opaque on our Prescott door is a 
beautiful complement to Omega’s Oyster finish, for a home that 
lives large no matter what the size.
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style  VAIL
specie  MAPLE
finish  BATTLESHIP 

style  VAIL
specie  MAPLE
finish  CUSTOM PAINT 

Cueing classic contemporary 
design, sleek styling is spot on 
with a punch of selected-by-
you Red for the island, perfect 
for capturing your personality. 
Omega’s Battleship creates a 
coolly composed backdrop for 
virtually any color you could 
fathom—creating a living space 
as unique as you.  

Count on your Omega Designer 
to guide you in partnering your 
perfect finish and door style 
combinations for a look that lives 
to your lifestyle.
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COMPOSED 
COOL.

AND RED HOT.
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MODERN 
MANTRA.
A CANTICLE OF TEXTURE  
AND TECHNIQUE.   



style  TUNISIA
specie  MAPLE
finish  CUSTOM PAINT

style  TUNISIA
specie  QUARTERSAWN OAK
finish  CERUSE NATURAL

What was old is new again, bringing texture and 
technique to the forefront of today’s good looks. 
Quartersawn Oak enjoys renewed popularity, 
particularly when paired with the age-old finish 
technique, known as Cerused, for a thoroughly 
modern mantra.
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style  LORING
specie  QUARTERSAWN OAK
finish  PORCH SWING
finish technique  BRUSHED SEPIA

Beautiful doors are meant to pair with fabulous 
finishes, transporting your home to the epitome of 
graceful living. Enjoy lovely, hand-applied techniques 
featuring artful brushstrokes that accentuate and 
add richness to stains and paints that are stand-alone 
gorgeous of their own accord.



COLOR EMBRACES YOU.  
IT WAKES YOU UP  
AND KEEPS  
YOU PRESENT.

An American fashion designer, Tracy Reese has an 
innate desire to create beautiful things.

Tracy Reese





WITHOUT EVER HAVING TO SPEAK.

Is there anything more personal than style? 
Whether innate or curated, Omega perfectly 
translates perception to reality, with an array 
of standard door styles designed to convey a 
look you’re sure to love. Lucky for you, options 
abound—making it easy to make a statement!

STYLE.
SAY WHO 
YOU ARE.

PINNACLE SERIES  Enjoy the ability to custom create the 
door of your dreams, ask your Omega Designer how. 

DYNASTY SERIES  A selection of edge profiles are 
available for many door styles, making it easy to create a 
look specific to your home.
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style  RICCI
specie  HIGH GLOSS LAMINATE
finish  BLACK

specie  WENGE
finish  PUMICE 



CREATING  
A SCENE.

FOR A SHOW STOPPING LOOK.
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MODERN 
TRADITIONALIST.
CURRENTLY CLASSIC.  
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style  LAROCHE
specie  MAPLE
finish  WHITE

style  LAROCHE
specie  CHERRY
finish  SMOKEY HILLS

Current vision pairs with defined lines to inspire a 
new take on traditional looks. Airy spaces, clean 
design and sculptural shape add up to a refreshing 
view of modern composition, where calming color 
and smooth textures are key. 



style  RIFF
specie  MAPLE
finish  PEARL 

style  RIFF
specie  WALNUT
finish  NATURAL 

Same. Only different. A single 
element becomes multi-faceted 
when treated in an entirely 
different way. Case in point: 
Omega’s Pearl is the perfect 
backdrop for an exclusive look at 
the tone and texture of walnut. 
Both on the same door style, 
rendering a total transformation.
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RUSTIC 
LUXE.

AND NATURALLY ELEGANT.





style  DELRAY
specie  CHERRY
finish  SAGE

Clean lines unite with rich, natural materials 
in a space that reads luxurious, while truly 
welcoming you home. Texture abounds in 
decorative elements, adding a lovely contrast to 
smooth wood and warm finish. This is a room 
where door style becomes almost secondary, 
downplayed a bit so that the sum of the parts 
doesn’t overwhelm the senses.

Elements of design add to the elegance of a 
room. Glass doors and banks of drawers pair 
with built-in seating that impart the hand-
crafted artisanship of Omega.
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style  FEURING BEADED INSET
specie  CHERRY
finish  SMOKEY HILLS  
finish technique  ICED TOP COAT

Live glamorously in your own 
retreat. One inch thick inset door 
styling conveys simplicity and 
elegance when paired with the 
special touch of an iced finish, 
creating just a glimmer of sheen 
for captivating style. The look of 
unfitted furniture tells a story all 
its own. Designed to fill a specified 
space, with an implication of stand-
alone beauty.



style   TARIN 
WALNUT

finish   SMOKEY HILLS &  
PORCH SWING 

Start to finish, beginning to end 
and designed for intentional 
living. Modern styling doesn’t 
mince words and seamlessly 
dovetails with the events of 
your day. Smooth woods and 
contrasting finishes enhance 
without overpowering, resulting 
in a streamlined silhouette— 
allowing the focus to rest on what 
is most important. You.
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MODERN  
SILHOUETTE.

INTENTIONAL LIVING.



PEOPLE WILL STARE.  
MAKE IT WORTH  
THEIR WHILE. 

Harry Winston, jeweler to the stars, is a name 
synonymous with the best that there is.

Harry Winston





DREAMS DO COME TRUE.

You’ve traveled and pondered, dreamed and 
schemed, but you just can’t find what you 
see in your mind’s eye. Taking your vision 
and turning it into reality is what an Omega 
Designer does best. Whether creating a door, 
sourcing a specie or fine-tuning a finish, Omega 
is your authority for artisan craftsmanship built 
to exacting specifications.

JUST 
FOR 
YOU.

PINNACLE SERIES  If you can dream it,  
the artisans at Omega can build it. 

DYNASTY SERIES  Offering a variety of 
modifications, keeping dreams within reach.
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OOH  
LA LA.
MADE YOU LOOK.
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style  CUSTOM SPECIFICATION
specie  MAPLE
finish  PEARL
finish technique  ICED TOP COAT

At first glance, you’ll find us attractive, but let 
your look linger a little longer. You’ll find that 
sometimes form dictates function. Other times 
form commands attention, or even slips into 
the background—letting other distinctive details 
take a star turn. Custom door details, custom 
furniture pieces and unexpected detail—all 
available at Omega. 
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style  PROVINCIAL
specie  CUSTOM QUARTERSAWN OAK
finish  AUTUMN
finish  BRUSHED EBONY

Ever walked into a kitchen and 
wondered where the refrigerator was? 
How about two of them—both artfully 
concealed with paneled doors that 
feature an intricate brushed finish, 
allowing them to seamlessly blend with 
the rest of the cabinetry in the room.
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style  VAIL
specie  WALNUT
finish  PUMICE

specie  MAPLE
finish  CUSTOM PAINT

Maximum function, 
magnificent looks.  Free form 
style strikes a balance between 
modern and casual and still 
leaves room for a view. Your 
equipment specifications, 
paired with Designer talent and 
Artisan craftsmanship, exceed 
your expectations with a 
custom media center, planned 
just for you. 
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VERSATILE 
BEAUTY.

AND CUSTOMIZED  
FOR YOU.
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style  PERIN
specie  MAPLE
finish  WAFER

style  DESOTO
specie  MAPLE
finish  DOVE

style  DESOTO
specie  WALNUT
finish  RIVERBED

Bask in our custom touches to clear the clutter, 
allowing you to focus on the present. Whether 
it’s visual clutter, absolved by clean lines and 
fluid design; or literal clutter, eliminated by 
custom drawers and shelving built to your 
specific needs—stylish solutions and versatile 
beauty is yours for the asking.

Your Omega Designer will lead your project 
fluidly, with their ability to coordinate your 
specific needs, translating them into beautiful 
and functional pieces for your home.
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style  ULTIMA NO BEAD INSET
specie  CHERRY
finish  CINNAMON

style  MORRIS NO BEAD INSET
specie  QUARTERSAWN OAK
finish  SABLE

Exquisite workmanship is second nature to 
Omega. You’ll find it in everything we do, and 
especially apparent in pieces that are meant to 
make a statement—this custom range hood 
is a case in point. Sophisticated details set our 
products apart, built by craftsmen and -women 
who take pride in what they do. 
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LIKE ALL  
MAGNIFICENT  
THINGS, IT’S  
VERY SIMPLE.  

A gifted writer and artist, Natalie Babbitt 
is an award winning author.

Natalie Babbitt





STUNNING SOLUTIONS SPECIFIC TO YOU.

Let’s get busy—Omega makes it easy to simplify 
your stuff! With so many ways to store, you’ll be 
on your way to a clutter-free life before you know 
it! We’ve thought of everything. And if we haven’t, 
we’re happy to build just what you need!

TIDY 
ROOM. 
TIDY
MIND.

PINNACLE SERIES Enjoy the beauty of impeccable 
interior fittings with specie-specific storage systems— 
a privilege of Pinnacle.  

DYNASTY SERIES  Choose from our offering of 
beautifully built storage solutions, featuring full-
extension accessibility, and soft-close performance 
whenever possible.
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style  CAYHILL
specie  WALNUT
finish  PUMICE

We’ve taken truthfulness in 
design one step further with 
interior fittings that place 
function over form… without 
sacrificing one iota of beauty.  
Choose from an array of wood 
accessories designed to organize 
and systemize with your carefully 
selected hardwood—adding a 
new level of luxury.
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INDIFFERENT 
ATTITUDE? 

MUST-HAVE MINDSET.



image  UTENSIL DIVIDERS
Compartmentalized storage, keeping 
cooking and baking utensils at-the-ready 
in clutter controlled fashion.



top image  CUTLERY DIVIDER  
The essence of your chosen wood specie  
adds ambiance and luxury to a well-organized 
cutlery drawer.  

bottom image  DOUBLE TIERED  
CUTLERY DIVIDER  
Double storage in a singular space. Make the 
most of limited square footage, or lessen the 
space for an abundance of utensils!  

top image  KNIFE DRAWER
Keep knives tucked away with a knife storage 
drawer. Perfect for eliminating countertop clutter 
and adding ease of accessibility.

bottom image  TRAY DRAWER  
DIVIDER INSERTS
The epitome of customability.  Surprise yourself 
with the capability to create drawer storage 
exactly to your heart’s desire.

top image  SPICE DRAWER
No more searching behind rows of spices 
to find just the one you need. Store with 
sensibility and style.

bottom image  CHOP BLOCK  
CUTLERY DIVIDER
Slice. Dice. Chop. Knife storage pairs with 
a handy chop block, and is just a pull of a 
drawer away.
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MORE  
THAN 
JUST A  
PRETTY  
FACE.
THE GOOD STUFF  
IS ON THE INSIDE.
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style  CAYHILL
specie  MAPLE
finish  MAGNOLIA

style  FONTAINE
specie  CHERRY
finish  RIVERBED



top image  TRAY DIVIDER PULL OUT
No more digging for your favorite muffin tin, let it 
roll right to you.

bottom image  SLEATH LOCK SYSTEM 
Not every item should be accessible to every-
one—we’ll keep it under lock and key for you. 

top image  DEEP DRAWER BASE
Choose deep drawers for the best storage and clean 
look. You’ll love the hidden slide-out tray inside!

bottom image  UTENSIL ORGANIZER
Deep bins make it easy to reach the tools of your 
trade during meal prep, while smaller items rest on 
shelving below. 

top image  DOUBLE WASTE BASKET
Dispose of your daily grinds. Pull-out waste bins 
handily conceal and are easily accessible.

bottom image  POWER POD
Power up when you need juice—carefully  
concealed below the countertop when you don’t.
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style  DESOTO
specie  WENGE
finish  RIVERBED
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LESS IS MORE.
MORE OR LESS.
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top image  BLIND CORNER WITH LEMANS SWINGOUT
Wasted corner no more! Make the most of an awkward space, 
while keeping it easily accessible.

bottom image  METAL DRAWER
Keep contemporary consistency with metal drawers  
that handily coordinate with slide-out trays.

top image  METAL SLIDE-OUT TRAYS 
For a contemporary vibe, choose full-extension, soft-closing 
slide-out trays to accentuate your modern space.

bottom image  PUSH-TO-TOUCH 
Love a streamlined look? Our push-to-touch latch eliminates 
the use of decorative hardware of opening doors with ease.

right image  GLIDE-BY DOORS 
Sleek design is a smooth operator with our glide-by doors that 
seamlessly bypass without intrusion into your space.
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style  TARIN
specie  WALNUT
finish  KODIAK & RIVERBED ONYX

Looks are deceiving. Simple 
styling imparts effortless beauty 
and doesn’t necessarily let 
on just how hardworking this 
dramatic room really is. Linear 
form is accentuated by vertical 
silhouettes for an uninterrupted 
line of elegance. Just wait until 
you see what’s inside.
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SIMPLICITY. 
COMPLEXITY RESOLVED.
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COMPLEXITY RESOLVED.



top image  CUSTOM DRAWER DIVIDERS
Clutter control built to your specification.  
Let your Omega Designer create your personal  
(and perfect) solution.
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top image  WOOD BREAD DRAWER  
Every-day or artisan style. Keep breads 
fresh in our bread storage drawer.

bottom image  WINE CABINET  
Simply designed and smart looking 
 is one straightforward solution for  
wine storage.

top image  BASE WASTE BASKET
A perfect solution for a secondary sink area,  
or anywhere you might generate a small  
amount of garbage.

bottom image  CUSTOM CONFIGURATION
Keeping taller items corralled couldn’t be more 
fashionable in this custom-designed piece.

top image  SPICE SHELF
You choose what and where. Place our spice  
shelf right where you need it most,  
keeping chosen items close at hand.

bottom image  LIFT UP BI-FOLD DOOR
Up, up and away. Our bi-fold door glides  
upward, leaving contents visible and easily  
accessible to you.
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style  CAYHILL
specie  WALNUT
finish   RIVERBED
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EFFORTLESS 
ELEGANCE.
OR SO IT SEEMS.



top image  BASE SUPER PANTRY
An award-winning design for an abundance of storage
—easily accessible and ready to work hard for you.

bottom image  KNIFE DRAWER INSERT
Knife storage couldn’t be easier, with tucked away  
storage in a drawer. Effectively clearing your counter  
of clutter.

top image  SPICE DRAWER INSERT
Lined up and ready for use. Our spice drawer 
insert has everything you need at your fingertips.

bottom image  BASE WASTE BASKET, QUAD 
Taking recycling responsibly is easy with four bins 
to sort and separate the refuse of the day.



top image  PULL OUT IRONING BOARD
Our tucked away ironing board is perfect for small spaces, 
or just because you can. Who wouldn’t want one?

bottom image  WALL PULL OUT
Easily accessible from both sides, our pull out shelf brings 
items right to you.

top image  BASE BLIND PULL OUT 
Wasted corner no more! Make the most of an 
awkward space, while keeping it easily accessible.

bottom image  WIRE PAN AND LID RACK
Clean and crisp, our metal pan and lid rack 
efficiently stores cookware and ensures that lids 
aren’t lost!
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ORGANIZING WAS  
SUCH A GOOD IDEA! 
WHY DIDN’T WE  
DO IT SOONER? 

We don’t know who said it, but they were right!

Anonymous





THAT’S WHAT DRIVES OMEGA.

Sincere effort and skilled execution are at the 
forefront of what we do, with master craftsmen and 
-women who are truly artisans of their trade. We 
build beautiful cabinetry day in and day out, with the 
intention that you’ll love your finished product and 
enjoy the everyday excellence of Omega.

QUALITY 
EXECUTION.

PINNACLE SERIES  Raising the bar for luxurious  
living, you’ll love the details and features that custom 
cabinetry has to offer.

DYNASTY SERIES  Enjoy Omega’s high quality standard, 
while keeping your dreams within reach.
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BUILDING A PASSION  
FOR WHAT WE DO.

1.
IN THE BEGINNING.

 

We start with raw wood. Lumber—in board feet and a variety of  
species—right off the truck and into our Rough Mill. This is where 

your cabinetry begins. Meticulously sorted, expertly milled  
and then hand-crafted into a work of art.

2.
THE BEST TOOLS OF THE TRADE.

 

Selecting the best tool for a task doesn’t always mean choosing high 
technology. At Omega, we match device to assignment, knowing  

that often, time-honored methods are best.

3.
OUR PEOPLE ARE OUR GREATEST ASSET.

 

Skill and sensibility is what makes our product great.  
The human touch that goes into every piece with precision  

and thoughtfulness is non-negotiable.

4.
FURNITURE QUALITY AS STANDARD.

 

We build cabinetry on the order of fine furniture. Expect dovetailed 
joints on drawers, drawer glides that move quickly and smoothly,  

and gently close with a push of a fingertip.

5.
CARE AND CRAFTSMANSHIP,  

IT’S OUR BOTTOM LINE.
 

Painstaking care with an eye for detail, it’s evident in everything we do. 
We value the folks that build our products, and you’ll appreciate  

the conscious effort applied to every project. 
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QUALITY MEANS  
DOING IT RIGHT  
WHEN NO ONE  
IS LOOKING. 

Henry Ford, an American industrialist and 
founder of the Ford Motor Company.

Henry Ford





INTRODUCTION:
FRONT COVER, P. 2-5, 95: Lyssa Maple Custom Paint and Tarin Walnut Ceruse Gray.  Framed 
cabinetry with full overlay door detail; stainless steel drawers; open shelving

DREAM IN COLOR:
P. 8-11: Full Access cabinetry, Open Shelving, Textured Finish, Multiple color combination;  P. 12-15: 
Framed cabinetry with full overlay door detail, open shelving, glass doors, dual color combination;  
P. 16-17: Full Access cabinetry, open shelving, custom appliance panels;  P. 18-21: Framed cabinetry with 
full overlay door detail, open shelving, glass doors, dual color combination, specialty finish;   
P. 22-23: Framed cabinetry with full overlay door detail, specialty finish, bath collection

STYLE. SAY WHO YOU ARE:
P. 28-29: Full Access cabinetry with full overlay styling, dual color combination, high gloss finish, 
integral lighting, peninsula;  P. 30-33: Framed cabinetry with full overlay styling, decorative glass doors,  
custom wine cooler panel. P. 34-35: Framed cabinetry with full overlay styling, open shelving, dual 
color combination, integral lighting, peninsula;  P. 36-39: Framed cabinetry with full overlay styling, 
open shelving, glass doors, island, integral lighting, bench seating;  P. 40-41: Inset door cabinetry, open 
shelving, decorative feet, specialty finish;  P. 42-43: Full Access cabinetry, open shelving

JUST FOR YOU:
P. 48-51:  Framed cabinetry with full overlay styling, specialty finish, custom configuration, custom door, 
decorative legs,  P. 52-53: Framed cabinetry with full overlay styling, custom appliance panels, specialty 
finish, island;  P. 54-55: Full Access cabinetry, open shelving, integral lighting, custom color;  P. 56-59: 
Framed cabinetry with full overlay styling, open shelving, integral lighting, custom configuration, multiple 
finish combination; P. 60-61: Inset door cabinetry, custom configuration, furniture detailing

TIDY ROOM. TIDY MIND:
P. 66-69: Framed cabinetry with specie matched interior accessories; P. 70-73: Framed cabinetry with 
full overlay styling, glass door, dual color combination, island;  P. 74-77: Full Access cabinetry, Integral 
lighting, peninsula;  P. 78-81: Full Access cabinetry paired with inset cabinetry, dual color combination, 
stainless steel drawers, stainless steel doors, open shelving, integral lighting,  P. 82-85: Framed cabinetry 
with full overlay styling, open shelving, integral lighting

RESOURCES
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LITOM16       ©2017 Omega Cabinetry 2017-02/MOS/9.3M

Product photography and illustrations have been reproduced as accurately as printing technologies 
permit. To ensure highest satisfaction, we strongly recommend you view an actual sample for best 
color, wood grain and finish representation. © 2017 MasterBrand Cabinets, Inc. All rights reserved.  
Omega is a registered trademark of MBCI.

omegacabinetry.com

Styles, product availability and construction may vary slightly from those shown in this catalog due 
to material availability and/or design evolution. Specifications are subject to change without notice. 
For more details, please see www.omegacabinetry.com or contact your designer.


